The meeting was called, and quorum was established. Minutes for November formally approved. Treasurer Mudd reported $128.83 (checking)+$5.00 (savings), cash not deposited.

Sandoval County Oil & Gas Ordinance update was given: the ordinance died for lack of a second at the commission (Curtin, Ward, and Holt were prepared to give public comment, but there was none.). MRCOG voted on a resolution earlier in the day (Ward gave public comment.) about reviewing environmental and cultural effects of proposed drilling, but the outcome of the vote was not known at the time of the meeting.

Vegan Outreach update: **Group chose spaghetti and enchiladas as the main dishes with appropriate side dishes. GPAMA will provide dessert. Will put together graphic for announcement.** Some details remain unsettled; will ask if recipes provided. **Consensus on donation jar for VO and payment to The Source of $50.**

2019 Actions and Legislative Issues: there was brief discussion of topics of interest, including repeal of the abortion ban and possible environmental issues with GP endorsing efforts championed by environmental organizations. Seymour in Santa Fe willing to host one person for training on January 28. Will discuss more later.

Reviewed communications to GPAMA, including a push for Ranked-Choice Voting in ABQ (more information needed about what is being discussed between Keller administration and Fair Vote New Mexico) and something interested in block-chain technology and solar energy markets (will not pursue at this time).

Discussed preferences for date and venue of next GC meeting in February. Curtin to meet with Taos County Greens either January 12 or January 19 regarding workshop. Preference given to first weekend in February and Central & Unser library if possible.